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ABSTRACT

Low order equivalent system (LOES) models for the Tu-144 supersonic transport

aircraft were identified from flight test data. The mathematical models were given in terms

of transfer functions with a time delay by the military standard MIL-STD-1797A, "Flying

Qualities of Piloted Aircraft," and the handling qualities were predicted from the estimated

transfer function coefficients. The coefficients and the time delay in the transfer functions

were estimated using a nonlinear equation error formulation in the frequency domain.

Flight test data from pitch, roll, and yaw frequency sweeps at various flight conditions were

used for parameter estimation. Flight test results are presented in terms of the estimated

parameter values, their standard errors, and output fits in the time domain. Data from

doublet maneuvers at the same flight conditions were used to assess the predictive

capabilities of the identified models. The identified transfer function models fit the

measured data well and demonstrated good prediction capabilities. The Tu-144 was

predicted to be between level 2 and 3 for all longitudinal maneuvers and level 1 for all lateral

maneuvers. High estimates of the equivalent time delay in the transfer function model

caused the poor longitudinal rating.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Flying qualities, or handling qualities as they are also called, are defined as

"qualities or characteristics that govern the ease an_l precision with which a pilot is able to

perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft role" (ref. 1). The handling qualities

can only be assessed from pilot opinions, but the governing military standards for flying

qualities offer methods of predicting the handling qualities from estimated transfer function

coefficients. The Military Specification for Flying Qualities of Piloted Aircraft, MIL-F-

8785B (ref. 2), was written in the 1960's for unaugmented aircraft, or aircraft which did not

have higher-order control systems (HOS). Predicting handling qualities from the open-

loop transfer function coefficients was an acceptable method for unaugmented, or class!cal,

aircraft but the use of complex augmentation systems on aircraft required a different

mathematical model to describe the aircraft dynamics than the open-loop transfer function.

Many aircraft built in the 1970's with high-order control systems were designed without the

benefit of the specification since the guidelines were not considered to be applicable. A

revision to the military specification, MIL-F-8785C (ref. 3), was developed in 1980 and was

the first to recognize augmented aircraft and introduce the low order equivalent systems

(LOES) concept:

"The contractor shall define equivalent classical systems which have responses

most closely matching those of the actual aircraft. Then those numerical

requirements...which are stated in terms of linear system parameters (such as

frequency, damping ratio and modal phase angles) apply to the parameters of that

equivalent system rather than to any particular modes of the actual higher-order

system."



Thus,themilitaryspecificationsuggeststhattheequivalentsystemmodelshouldhave

parameterswhicharedirectlyrelatableto their classicalcounterparts.TheLOESmodelsare

linearized,reduced-ordermodelsof theactualaircraftresponseandareusedto allowthe

existingflying qualitiesrequirementsestablishedfor unaugmented,or classical,aircraftto

beextendedtohigherordersystems.

Themostrecentmilitary standardfor flying qualitiesof pilotedaircraft,MIL-STD-

1797A(ref.4), waswritten in 1990andsuggestsspecificLOESmodelsin theassessment

of flying qualities.The LOES models have the same structure as the classical open-loop

linear models, but use the pilot input with a pure time delay rather than control surface

deflections as the model input.

Mitchell and Hoh (ref. 5) found encouraging results with a number of high-order

system flight test results and showed in most cases the pitch short-period equivalent

dynamics are relatable to their unaugmented counterparts. Additionally, a key finding was

the significant role that the time delay played in the degradation of longitudinal flying

qualities. Pure time lags produced by the control system directly impacted the pilots'

opinions of the handling qualities.

In terms of the MIL-STD- 1797A models, a substantial amount of research has been

performed by Tischler (ref. 6-8) on their identification using frequency response matching.

This method uses a least squares fit of the Bode plot (magnitude and phase) in the

frequency domain using the LOES as the model. Though the results of this method have

been very good, _frequency response matching requlres substantial data conditioning and

computation time to estimate accurate parameters.

A more direct approach was sought by Manning and Gleason (ref. 9) who estimated

the parameters of the LOES model in the time domain. Time response matching is an

attractive option since the measured input and output data are all that are required; that is, no

transformation to the frequency domain is required.
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Theflying qualitiesof asupersonictransportaircraftmaybesignificantlydifferent

thancurrentsubsonictransportsdueto thevastlydifferentconfigurationsrequiredfor high-

speedflight. Greatconcernisplacedon the handling of the aircraft during landing

approach where the aircraft is typically more difficult to control and greater precision is

required. The NASA High Speed Research (HSR) program, in conjunction with Boeing

and the Tupolev Design Bureau, performed 19 flight tests of a Russian Tu-144 supersonic

transport to establish a new database of information for the development of a U.S.

supersonic transport in the early 21 st century. Data for flying quality and aircraft response

evaluations were recorded from an array of aircraft configurations and flight conditions.

From the recorded data, LOES models can be identified, and the flying qualities of the

aircraft in several different flight regimes can be predicted. The primary objective of this

research is to predict the flying qualities of the Tu-144 from flight test data.

This paper begins with a description of the Tu-144 aircraft and the flight test data

used for flying qualities prediction, as well as a data compatibility check and description of

all corrections made to the data before analysis. The mathematical models given by the

military standard are given with all necessary assumptions and the important parameters for

flying qualities prediction are illustrated.

Next, the reasoning for the selection of the equation error and output error method

in the frequency domain for identification of the LOES models is presented. These

methods are developed completely in reference 10, but a brief development is presented in

this paper as well. Simulated data was used to validate the mathematical models and the

identification methods.

Finally, the methodology was used to identify the model parameters from flight test

data for twenty-one pitch frequency sweeps, nineteen roll frequency sweeps, and nineteen

yaw frequency sweeps which were performed at various flight conditions and aircraft

configurations. The parameters in the identified models were then used to predict the flying

qualities of the Tu-144. The results are presented in terms of the estimated parameters and



theirstandarderrorsfor eachmaneuverwith thepredictedhandlingqualitiesfor each

maneuver.If theaircraftwasnotratedlevel 1,thereasonis alsogiven. Suggestionsfor

futureresearcharealsodiscussed.Theappendicescontaina detaileddescriptionof the

flight testmaneuverinstructionsgivento thepilotsaswell asaderivationof theerror

analysis.

. _ ? .... S -- ÷ / L
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2. AIRCRAFT AND FLIGHT DATA

The Tu-144 supersonic transport aircraft is shown in figure 1 and the geometric,

mass, and inertia characteristics of the aircraft are summarized in table 1. The Tu-144LL

used for flight tests was a refurbished Tu-144D, tail number 77114, and re-equipped with

Kuznetsov NK-321 turbofan engines like those operational on the Russian Air Force

Tupolev Tu- 160 Blackjack bomber. Pitch and roll are controlled with elevons which extend

along the aft of the entire span of the wing. A rudder on the vertical tail is used for

directional control. The aircraft is equipped with conventional cable-commanded hydraulic

actuators which have a parallel electronic input. For stability augmentation, the cable input

from the pilot is summed with the electronic command from the flight control system.

Control inputs from the pilots go directly to the actuators via the control cables and do not

go into the control laws.

The pitch augmentation system consists of a pitch damper which uses pitch rate

feedback to provide improved pitch damping of the short period mode. Similarly, there is a

yaw damper that uses yaw rate feedback. Autopilot and autothrottle were turned off during

the testing. During takeoff and landing, the nose is drooped for increased visibility and a

canard above the cockpit is extended for increased stability. The angle of droop for the

nose for takeoff and landing is 11° and 17°, respectively. The canard is extended only for

stability at lower speeds and is not a control surface.

For each flight test, the pilot input, control surface deflections, and aircraft responses

were measured and stored as time histories. Additionally, other variables used to verify the

flight condition and aircraft configuration were measured. The FDAS variables used for

data analysis are listed in table 2. Table 3 indicates the coordinate locations of the

instrumentation measuring aircraft response.

5



All flights of the Tu-144 were performed by Russian pilots at the Zhukovsky Air

Development Center near Moscow, Russia. Flight tests were performed at speeds ranging

from Mach 0.3-1.6 at altitudes of 5,000-50,000 feet and angles of attack ranging from 4 °-

11 °. The test point number (TPN), test title, aircraft configuration, flight conditions and

flight number for the maneuvers are listed in table 4.

For the handling qualities experiment, basic airworthiness sensors on board the Tu-

144LL were used. No additional instrumentation specific to this experiment was installed.

The parameters were sampled into analog input channels in a DAMIEN pulse code

modulation (PCM) data acquisition system. These channels were pre-sample filtered to

prevent aliasing of data. The filters used were 2-pole low-pass passive RC filters with a 1

dB per octave rotloff. Attenuation was 3 dB at 200 Hz. Flight test data was taken by

Tupolev and transferred to the NASA Dryden flight research center where it was made

available on the flight data access system (FDAS). Further discussion of the

instrumentation system can be found in reference I I.

The maneuvers used for handling qualities prediction were frequency sweeps

performed along the pitch, roll and yaw axes at each flight condition or aircraft

configuration of interest. A frequency sweep is a commanded oscillation of the controls

about a trim condition which increases in frequency from the start to finish of the maneuver.

Frequency sweeps along each axis were chosen since they would excite a wide range of

frequencies. Additionally, these maneuvers are ideal for frequency response matching since

they contain a rich spectral content. Doublets were performed along the same axes at each

flight condition and these data were used to assess the predictive capabilities of the

estimated models. A doublet is a combination of two pulses of equal amplitude and

opposite sign in succession. Specifications given to the Russian pilots denoting how the

frequency sweep and doublet maneuvers were to be flown are taken from reference 12 and

included in appendix A ...........

6



Translationof theRussiancoordinatesystemto theU.S.coordinatesystemandthe

calculationof trueairspeedfrom indicatedairspeedwerebothrequiredfor theTu-144.

ThesecorrectionsaremadeatNASA Drydenandthecorrectedvariablesareavailable

directlyfrom theFDAS system.Correctionsto theangleof attackandsideslipanglesto

accountfor vehiclerotationandcorrectionsto accelerometermeasurementsduetocenterof

gravityoffsetwerenotmadeatNASA Drydenbutwerecompletedbeforedataanalysis.

As apartof thedataanalysis,adatacompatibilitycheckwasconducted.The

purposeof thischeckis to identifyandestimateconstantoffsetandscalefactorerrorsin the

measuredresponsevariablesdueto instrumentation.Theerrorparametersareaddedto the

equationsof motionandestimatedusingamaximumlikelihoodtechnique(ref. 13). If there

wasa consistentandsignificanteffectof theseparameters,thedatawerecorrectedprior to

analysis.

For the longitudinal mode, the outputs were velocity, angle of attack, and Euler pitch

angle. The lateral outputs were the sideslip angle, Euler roll angle, and Euler yaw angle.

The main emphasis was on the agreement between the measured angle of attack and

calculated angle of attack using integrated acceleration measurements for the longitudinal

mode and the measured and calculated sideslip angle for the lateral mode. Even with the

linear bias and scale factor error parameters, the data compatibility routine could not

satisfactorily fit the angle of attack or sideslip angle for a longitudinal or directional

maneuver, respectively. The resulting fits for angle of attack and sideslip angle, using flight

data from test point numbers 2.4-15. IB and 2.4-15.3A, respectively, are shown in figure 2.

Different parameters, such as the first derivatives of the estimated angles and higher-

order order terms, were added into the calculations of these two responses to improve the fit,

but were unsuccessful. The most notable problem with the fit is that the measured data lags

the estimation from the equations of motion. The cause of this lag is unknown.

Additionally, the measurement of sideslip angle flattens out at the higher frequencies. This

may complicate identification of the models for higher frequencies.



Anotherunexplainedbehaviorin thedatawasthepresenceof time skews,or

abnormaltimeshiftsin thedata.A timedelayexistsbetweenthestickinputandthecontrol

surfacedeflectiondueto thecontrolsystem.Oncethecontrolsurfacedeflects,however,we

wouldexpecttheaircraftto respondalmostimmediately.Thiswasnot thecasein for the

Tu-144.An exampleof this typeof timeskewisshownin figure3. Theelevatordeflection

lagsthestickby approximately0.13seconds.This lag canbeattributedto thecontrol

systemandactuatordelaysandisnormalfor a largetransportaircraft. Thepitch ratethen

lagstheelevatordeflectionby anadditional0.25seconds.Initially, thetimeskewswere

believedtobecausedbytimeintervalsbetweensamplingdifferentparametersonthe

multiplexeddatasystem;however,this timedelaycanbeatmostonetimeframelong,or

0.03125seconds.Thisaccountsfor very little of the0.25secondlag. Anothertheoryis

thatthis timedelayisrealandtheaircraftactuallyrespondsin this manner.BothBoeing

andTupolevhavebeenmadeawareof theproblem,but thecausefor thedelayisstill

unknown.Similartimeskewsareapparentwith thelateralmaneuversaswell. Whateverthe

cause,thesetimeskewsarenotaccountedfor in theequationsof motionusedfor data

compatibilityandmaybethecauseof thepooragreementwith theangleof attackand

sideslipangleestimates.Sincetherewasno informationon themagnitude(if any)of the

timeskews,thedatawasanalyzedasrecordedandstoredonFDAS. :

r
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o MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND MILITARY STANDARD

REQUIREMENTS

The LOES models given by the military standard are introduced in this section and

the parameters required for handling qualities prediction are highlighted. In some cases, the

mathematical models deviate from those suggested by the military standard, but the

assumptions which lead to the different models are explained. The estimated coefficients

are directly correlated to the handling qualities criteria, and these criteria for the longitudinal

and lateral modes for a Class III, Category B or C aircraft are summarized in tables 5-7. In

every case, the primary goal is to formulate mathematical models which not only describe

the approximate dynamics of the aircraft, but will also yield the specific parameter estimates

which lead directly to the handling qualities prediction.

3.1 Longitudinal Models

For handling qualities prediction, the military standard places requirements on the

short period damping ratio (_sp), time delay ('_0), and the product of the short period natural

frequency and inverse of the high frequency pitch attitude zero (°st T0a )"

The pitch rate and normal acceleration LOES models are given in reference 4 as

I ill l/Kos s+-- s+-- e -'c°s

q-_-- T01 T02 (1)

_e-[S2+2_pt0pS+tOp2][S2+2_spOspS+tOsp 2]

and



K,{s+___,]e- 0s
(2)

Note all of the required parameters are found in these models. For a maneuver where the

velocity is approximately constant, a short period approximation may be made.

Additionally, when the effect of elevon deflection on the lift is neglected, the normal

acceleration to stick transfer function may be rearranged to be a function of only parameters

which appear in the pitch rate to stick transfer function. This is advantageous for parameter

estimation since it allows the use of another measurement without any additional

parameters. The new LOES models may be rewritten and expressed with generic

parameters as

i

_'IZ -- S2 + 2_spOspS + Osp 2

_ (As + B)e -_°s

s 2 + kis + k o

and

Vo K0)-
- e "c°s Vo Be-'CoS

fiz_ g T0: g

r]Z- s2 + 2_spOspS+ Osp 2 S2 + kis+ k0

where

A=K 0,

B = K 0/T02,
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and

k I = 2_spO)sp,

2
k 0 = £0sp

All of the required parameters for handling qualities prediction are present in these

equations even though the models have been greatly simplified. Equations (3) and (4)

without the exponential term are identical to the open loop transfer function models with

elevator deflection, 5_, as the input. The parameter "toaccounts for the time delay between rl_

and _5_as well as other possible nonlinearities and added dynamics associated with the

control system and aircraft augmentation. However, it is important to note that although the

primary function of 'to is to account for the time delay between stick and control surface, the

equivalent system will actually estimate the time delay as the time between stick deflection

and aircraft response (input to output), or rl_ to q, for the longitudinal mode.

Table 5, given by the military standard, relates the parameter values estimated from

equations (3) and (4) to the handling qualities of the aircraft. Note the requirement on the

time delay is 0.10 for a level 1 aircraft. There has been significant data to suggest that this

figure is too stringent for large transport aircraft and values of 1;0of up to 0.4 have still

resulted in a level 1 pilot rating (ref. 14-16). Nevertheless, the current military standard

values were used in this report.

The generic parameters, [kl 1%A B 'to]x, are introduced to simplify the model and

ease the workload of the optimizer. Obtaining the military standard transfer function

coefficients from the genetic parameters is a simple algebra problem, but determining the

errors from the generic parameters required a little more computation. The derivation of the

error propagation from the generic parameters to the military standard transfer function

coefficients is given in appendix B. Thus, we can estimate all the necessary parameters for

handling qualities prediction and their standard errors using equations (3) and (4).

11



3.2 Lateral Models

For the lateral modes, the military standard requires only 3 parameters to be

estimated: the roll-mode time constant (TR), the Dutch roll damping ratio (_), and the

Dutch roll natural frequency (0_d). The requirements imposed on the values of these

parameters are indicated in tables 6-7.

<_..... _ _The_iii_ Sian_rdgives_iwoo(_tionsfor obtaining the Dutch roll :damping and

natural frequency. First, if the ratio of amplitudes of bank angle and sideslip angle

envelopes in the Dutch roll mode, I / ld,is large, reference 4 suggests estimating the

parameters in

! - ,i :_i= =_ .... ÷

K*s[ s2+ 2_00_0s + _,2]e-ZP s

_a = (S + l/(s + 1)[$2 + 2_d(OdS+¢'0d2lTsJ_ TR Jt

and

(5)

A[3II+ ilis + 1 /I +_1 le_,_S

rla S+Z-s "+--TR s2 +2_dmds +

(6)

simultaneously. Though this would yield all of the parameters required for handling

qualities prediction, the models contain a substantial number of parameters which would be

difficult to estimate accurately.

If l, l lj is small, the military standard then suggests the use of a second-order

transfer function relating sideslip angle to rudder pedal deflection:

12



KI3e -_[_s

_ = s2+ 2_jco_s+coj2"
(7)

This transfer function is obtained from the Dutch roll approximation and assumes the side

force due to rudder input is negligible. An alternative transfer function utilizing only the

Dutch roll approximation relates yaw rate response to yaw control input:

Kr(S + l_/e-'_r s

? ( Tr J (8)
-Z"- _---

fir S 2 + 2_d(OdS + COd2 "

Equation (8) adds an additional parameter to the estimation; however, it does offer the ability

to use the rate measurement instead of the sideslip angle measurement. The estimation of

the parameters in either (7) or (8) would give the required Dutch roll parameters for

handling qualities prediction.

To obtain the maximum roll-mode time constant, reference 4 defines the equivalent

roll and sideslip transfer functions, respectively, as

and

_) K_[ s2 + 2_m0s + 6002]e -_ps

-= )[lla (S +llls + 1 _d 2 ]Ts ft. TR s2 + 2_dmd s +

(9)

_ (A3 s3 + A2 s2 + Ais + A0)e-X[ 3s
-- (10)

Ts J_. TR

13



The military standard does not suggest these two transfer functions be estimated

simultaneously, but in either (9) or (10), there is still a substantial number of parameters to

be estimated. If we look only at (9) and assume

then we can rewrite the transfer function as

K_s[s2 + 2_@r°_s + c°_2]e-rpS (ll)

"qa (s + _s lls + _R )[s2 + 2_d_dS + 0)d2 ]

Additionally, if we assume that the spiral mode time constant, T s, is large, then we can

simplify (11) to

:- :

(12)

where

and

C = 2K_mq_,

D = K_m_ 2 .

This simplification not only reduces the order of the transfer function, but also eliminates

one parameter from the estimation. Once again the model is stated in terms of generic

14



parametersasin (3);however,therearestill a largenumberof parametersto beestimatedin

thetransferfunction.Oneoptionto reducethenumberof parametersin theestimationis to

fix thevaluesof thosewhichhavealreadybeenestimated.For example,if ayaw frequency

sweepwasusedto estimatetheDutchroll parametersin equation(7) or (8),thenthosecan

befixed in theestimationof (12)whenusingaroll frequencysweep.

Anotheralternativewhichreducesthenumberof parameterssignificantlyis to

assumethenumeratoranddenominatorquadraticsarenearlyequal,whichassumesthe

aircraftbehavesasafirst-ordersystem:

= Kp e-zps
• 1

l]a S + --

TR

(13)

This transfer function allows only one degree of freedom, and a large modeling error will be

introduced if this model is used and the assumption of pole-zero cancellation of the

quadratics is not valid.

15



4. IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY

The selected identification techniques were the equation error and output error

methods in the frequency domain. In the following sections, the reasoning for this choice is

explained and the selected methods are developed for one and two measurements for the

longitudinal mode. This development is based on reference 17. The lateral and directional

modes are easily developed in the same manner.

4.1 Time and Frequency Domain
i

The time domain method used in reference 9 minimized the squared error between

the measured data and model output for the parameter estimation. Time domain matching

was an at!ractive option since the measured output and input data were all that were required.

However, the optimization technique, when applied to (3) and (4), can have serious

convergence problems. This can be illustrated by rearranging the transfer function (3) and

expressing it in the time domain:

+ klq + koq = A/leO- 'tO)+ Bqe(t - "CO). (14)

: if:::

The time delay, x0, is a parameter to be estimated; however, any perturbation in 'to would

change the input form. If the optimization algorithm can actually converge to a solution, the

estimates would likely have high errors.

On the other hand, rearranging (3) in the frequency domain gives

-012_ + jt0kl_ + k0?t = jmAflce-Jm% + Bfle e-jmT0 . (15)



Themostnotablebenefitto frequencydomainanalysisis thetimedelayis anordinary

parameterandwill notaltertheinputformduringtheestimationprocedure.Additionally,

the integrationof thestateequationsisnotrequiredfor theestimationprocedure;the

mathematicsarereducedto algebraicmanipulations.Theprimarydisadvantageto frequency

domainanalysisis thedatamustbetransformedfor analysis.Frequencydomain

techniqueswereselectedto reduceconvergenceproblemsandeliminatenumerical

integration.

4.2 Equation Error Method

In the equation error method (EEM), the measured time histories are Fourier

transformed and the transfer function model is used to match the complex data in the

frequency domain. Translation to the frequency domain was performed with a high

accuracy Fourier transform (ref. 18) to eliminate translation errors. The typical formulation

for the equation error method is for only one output measurement. However, the

formulation can also be extended to two or more output measurements. Both of these

formulations are briefly presented below, and a full development of the equation error

method for one output measurement is presented in reference 10.

4.2.1 One Output Measurement

In EEM, the sum of squared errors satisfying the equation is minimized. Recall

equation (15):

-m2Q + jmklq + k0?t = jmAflee-J°r_o + Bfle e-jm% .

When all terms containing unknown parameters are moved to the right-hand side, the

estimation for the single measurement of pitch rate then becomes:

17



-c02_= [-jog - _ jO)qee J°_° (16)

The parameters can then be perturbed until the right-hand side of (16) is equal to the left-

hand side within an acceptable stopping criterion. Specifically, the cost function to be

minimized for (t6) is

. ._

J()L) = li=_l [-012qi + (joliki + k0)qi- (joliAe-J°_i1:° + Be -jc%% )fie i ]2, (17)

where _. represents the vector of estimated parameters, _. = [k_ 1%A B _]' and m represents

the number of frequencies. A tilde (-)over the variable represents the Foi]rier transform of

that variable. Since equation (17) is nonlinear in the parameters, the parameter estimation

constitutes a nonlinear estimationproblem and will require the use of an iterative technique.

The modified Newton-Raphson technique (ref. 19) was employed for the estimation of the

parameters.

4.2.2 Two Ouipui Measurements

The formulation for two measurements is identical in theory to that for one

measurement with a few exceptions. If the second measurement of normal acceleration is

rearranged in the same way as pitch rate, an equation analogous to (16) is formed:

-o)2az =[-J(ofiz -fiz
(18)
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The optimization scheme will now have to estimate parameters that satisfy equations (16)

and (18) simultaneously. The cost function for this method can be written as

l m _
(19)

where the E subscript denotes experimental, or measured value; that is,

= -03 fiz] •T (20)

Then,

(21)

is formulated where 5"q and Yaz are equivalent to the right-hand sides of equations (16)

and (18), respectively. Svv is the spectral density of the measurement noise estimated from

the residuals:

Svv =--'o'o , (22)
m

where

0 = "_'g - y()_ ) . (23)
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Thisweightingmatrix is requiredto account for the different physical values of the pitch

rate and normal acceleration.

4.3 Output Error Method

An alternative approach also developed in reference 10 is the output error method

(OEM). In this approach, the sum of squared differences between the measured and model

outputs is minimized. Aside from this difference the development is identical to the

equation error method.

4.3.1 One Output Measurement

The development begins with the transfer function relating pitch rate to stick,

equation (3):

-__q_.q= (As + B)e -z°s

fle s2 + klS + k0

Now the equation is rearranged and converted to the frequency domain leaving the

measured output, _, segregated on the left-hand side and the remaining terms on the right-

hand side:

(jcoA + B)e -jc°'_°

- _0)2 + jcok I + k0 qe. (24)

Note that the optimization theory is the same; that is, vary the parameter values until the

right-hand side of (24) becomes acceptably close to the left-hand side. The cost function is

written as

20



2

im[_ /]
J(_)= _'i_I- qEi--qi (_ '

(25)

where the subscript E once again denotes the experimental value and qi (;_) denotes that

value of pitch rate obtained from the right hand side of (24).

4.3.2 Two Output Measurements

If desired, the measurement of normal acceleration can also be used in OEM. The

individual equation for normal acceleration analogous to (24) is

Vo Be-JOt%

g
_z

-to 2 +jo_k ! + k 0
tie. (26)

The cost function looks identical to that for EEM:

:¢

1 m

J(_)= 2i_I (_Ei - _i(_)) Sv/(_TEi- _i(_))'
(27)

but now YE is given by

Z[E=[q 5.z] T, (28)

, w,
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and

(29)

is formulated from the right hand sides of equations (24) and (26).respectively. The Svv

matrix is formed in the same way as in EEM. If desired, the estimates obtained from EEM

can be used as initial estimates in OEM to decrease convergence time.

4:4: Output Error Metho_ for Frequency: Response Data

One of the most popular estimation techniques in the frequency domain involves

frequency response matching (ref. 6-8). This entails a least squares fit of the Bode plot

(magnitude and phase) in the frequency domain using the transfer function as the model.

The frequency response from the measured time histories is found from a ratio of the cross-

spectral density of the input and output to the auto-spectral density of the input. For the

longitudinal case, this can be written as

(30)

The accuracy of the model identification depends on the accurate computation of frequency

response data points from the measured data; subsequently, this requires accurate spectral

estimates. In order to obtain accurate spectral estimates, reference 7 suggests the use of

four different data conditioning techniques: di_gital prefiltering, overlapped/tapered

windowing, the chirp z-transform, and composite window averaging. These methods not

only require a significant amount of computation time and effort, but the accuracy of the

spectral estimates is also a function of the amount of data available.
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Thoughfrequencyresponsematchingis averycommonestimationtechniquein

parameterestimation,it wouldbeadvantageousto usea methodwhichdoesnotrequiresuch

enormousamountsof computationalwork.
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5. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED DATA

Having the model structure predetermined as a LOES by the military standard is

advantageous since a major step in the system identification process, i.e. model structure

determination, can be eliminated; however, it can be a great disadvantage if the model is

inadequate in representing the higher-order system (HOS). As a check on the model

structure and the estimation algorithms, a simulation case was developed for the longitudinal

mode which could judge the performance of the LOES model using outputs generated by a

higher order system which emulated actual Tu-144 flight dynamics. For the lateral modes,

simulation cases were developed which checked only the identifiability of the models. Both

types of simulations and the conclusions drawn from them are discussed in this section.

5.1 Longitudinal Simulation

The Tu-144 HOS model for the longitudinal mode was created by adding first order

control system dynamics to the short period mode. The dynamics of the model were

chosen to approximate the Tu-144 during a maneuver performed at a Mach number of 0.9

at 32,000 feet and angle of attack of 6 °. Only approximate coefficient values were required

since the order of the system was of greater importance than the exact model. The HOS

models were determined to be:

_ 12.4s+8. i
(31)

(s + 0.98)(s 2 + 2(0.6)(4.3)s + (4.3) 2)
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and

fi__L= -219.6 (32)
fie (s+0.98)(s2 +2(0.6)(4.3)s+(4.3)2).

By includingthefirst ordercontrolsystem,anadditionalpolewasaddedto thoseof the

shortperiodmode.

Thesemodelsalongwith afrequencysweepinputfrommeasuredTu-144datawere

usedto createsimulatedtimehistoriesof pitchrate andnormalacceleration.Gaussiannoise

wasaddedto thesimulatedoutputsto representrandommeasurementvariations.Thenoise

levelhadastandarddeviationof 10%of therootmeansquarevalueof thesimulatedoutput.

Thesenoisyoutputswerethenusedas"measured"timehistoriesto estimateparametersin

theLOESmodelsto seehowwell theLOESestimationof theoutputcouldmatchthe

simulatedtimehistories.Parametersin (3)and(4)wereestimatedusingEEM andOEM

for bothasingleoutput(pitchrate,q)andfor twooutputs(pitchrate,q,andnormal

acceleration,az).Thefrequencyrangeof interestwas0.1rad/secto 2n rad/secin0.01

rad/secincrements.A wider frequencyrangeof 0.1rad/secto 10rad/secissuggestedby

themilitary standard;however,uponspectralanalysisof theinputsignalfor all maneuvers

ontheTu-144,it wasfoundthatthesignalhadlittle frequencycontentatfrequenciesgreater

than2n rad/sec.Thus,thenarrowerbandwasselected.Thoughtheestimationis carried

out in thefrequencydomain,it ismorephysicallymeaningfultocomparetheestimated

modelin thetimedomainwith themeasuredoutput. Thetimehistoriesof thesimulated

outputfrom (31)andtheestimationof theLOESmode!outputfrom EEM for oneoutput

areshownin figure4a. Figure4bshowstheresiduals,thedifferencebetweensimulated

andmodeloutput,for this fit. Evenin thepresenceof measurementandmodelingerrors,
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thefit in thetimedomainisexcellent.Theapplicationof theotherthreemethodson the

samedataproducedsimilar fits for all outputs.Theparameterestimatesfor thesingle

outputEEM were

-K0 -_

1/%2
_sp =

O_sp

L T0

1.972 (0.054)-
2.048(0.116)
0.607(0.018)
2.922(0.061)
0.120(0.004)

The standard errors of the parameters, noted parenthetically next to the estimates, were 6%

or less. The short period damping ratio, _sp, remained approximately the same as in the

higher-order model, but the natural frequency,, c%, decreasedby roughly 30%. _e

estimates of the static gain, K_, and pitch attitude zero, l/T02, also differed significantly

from the higherS0rder system. This indicates some of the effects the addition of the time

delay and the Use of the LOES may have on the parameter estimates.

Upon analysis of the normalized pairwise parameter correlation matrices, it was

discovered that {here was a high correlation between k o and B for all of the cases except

...._ EEM for tw0-oU_pu_si_he OEM model with one output also had a high correlation

between k_ and A, and the OEM model with two outputs had additional high correlations

between kj and 1%,A and B and between k o and A. The correlation matrices for all four

cases are presentecl intable 8. :A ;'high' cOrrelation :isdefined-ih :this paper as one whose

absolute value is greater than 0.90. Since the correlation matrix is symmetrical, the upper

triangle is blacked out for clarity.

Insight into the differences between estimation techniques may be evident in the

correlation matrices. Correlated variables in an estimation are mathematically analogous to

having more unknowns than equations. There is simply not enough information to find a

unique solution. Thus, high correlations may reduce the accuracy of the parameter

26
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estimates. In three of the methods, a high correlation occurs between the parameters k0 and

B. Together, these two terms represent the static gain of the transfer function, and the model

is not structured in a way to prevent this correlation, In the single measurement OEM, an

additional high correlation is present. Finally, for the two measurement OEM, a total of five

high correlations exist. The data and model structure were held constant for all methods.

This indicates that the source of the differences between the correlation matrices was the

estimation technique itself.

Looking only at the number of high correlations in the estimation, the simulation

cases illustrated that for the given models and data sets that in this application, the output

error method was not an appropriate choice for this purpose. Eliminating errors in the

methodology was critical to the overall quality of the results; thus, the output error method

was abandoned at this point. EEM for both one and two outputs were still to be used.

5.2 Lateral Simulation

The purpose of the lateral simulations was a check on the identifiability of the

models. A model is said to be identifiable if all of the model parameters can be estimated

with the identification method and given data. The applicability of a LOES to a high-order

system was not of primary importance. In these simulations, models given in section 3.2

were used along with frequency sweep inputs to generate simulated outputs. Noise was

added as in the longitudinal simulations to the outputs and an attempt was made to estimate

the parameters in the same model using either EEM or OEM. Attempting to estimate all of

the parameters at once, using a roll frequency sweep with either (5) and (6) simultaneously

or (9) individually, or using a yaw frequency gweep with (10), was not successful. The

parameters were highly dependent on the starting values, especially if the numerator and

denominator quadratic terms were approximately equal. When these values were not close

to one another, the model could be estimated, but with substantial computation time and
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several high pairwise parameter correlations. Another option was to estimate the Dutch roll

and roll-mode time constant separately using different models. Both (7) and (8) were used

to estimate the Dutch roll parameters. Each of these models were easily identifiable and the

parameters all had low standard errors and approximated the known values in the simulation

within 1%. For the roll-mode time constant, equations (12) and (13) were used. Again, the

numerator and denominator quadratic terms were important in the estimation, as (12) was

very difficult to estimate when the quadratics were approximately equal, but the model was

well-suited when these terms were not nearly equal. Equation (13) was estimated quite

easily when the simulated data was created with the same model structure, but if a higher-

order system was used to create the simulated data and the numerator and denominator

quadratics were not equal, the estimated model had high errors in the fit between simulated

and estimated output. Thus, (13) is appropriate only if the numerator and denominator

quadratics are approximately equal. Once again, EEM had fewer high correlations and

lower standard errors than OEM in all cases. This reiterates the reasons for abandoning

OEM for this application.

In short for the lateral modes, the Dutch roll parameters are estimated using either

(7) or (8) with a yaw frequency sweep. The roll-mode time constant is then estimated using

.... a r01i frequency sweep and either (12) or (13). 1((12) is used, the Dutch roll parameters in

the model are fixed to those estimated from the yaw frequency sweep at the same flight

condition. - --
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6. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section includes the application of the mathematical models and identification

methodology to the flight test data. All maneuvers were analyzed using Matlab v5. l on a

200 MHz Ultra Sparc 2 Unix system. Average time to analyze a single maneuver from raw

data to final estimate was under two minutes.

6.1 Longitudinal Results

Twenty-one longitudinal frequency sweeps were analyzed for the Tu-144. The

Mach number for these flights ranged from 0.3-1.6. Parameters of equation (3) and (4)

were to be estimated using EEM for both one and two outputs (q alone or q and a_,

respectively) over the same frequency range as the simulations.

However, EEM for two outputs did not converge for the flight test data. This was an

indication that there was something inconsistent in the flight test data between the

measurements of pitch rate and normal acceleration that was not present in the simulations.

Hence, transfer function coefficients for all 21 sweeps were estimated using the equation

error method in the frequency domain:with one output (q). The estimated transfer function

coefficients were tabulated along with their standard errors in table 9. Flying qualities were

then predicted using the estimated transfer function coefficients and MIL-STD- 1797A. The

flying quality predictions are shown in table 10. The longitudinal flying qualities of the Tu-

144 were predicted to be level 2 or 3 for all maneuvers. The poor ratings were caused by

high estimates of the time delay in the transfer function. Note that even with the

modification to relax the time delay mentioned in section 3.1, the Tu-144 would still be a

level 2 aircraft in "allcases.

Figure 5 contains plots of the values and standard errors of each parameter for every

test point number. This figure best illustrates the proximity of the results for the repeated
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maneuvers. For roughly 90% of the estimations, the repeat cases were within 2_ of each

other. One notable exception is test point number 2.4-15.1A. Though the fit of the

estimation and prediction wereacceptable, the values for all of the estimated parameters are

quite different from the other two repeated maneuvers at the same flight conditions. The

aircraft configuration and flight conditions were identical in the repeat cases. Since there are

two cases which contradict the parameter estimates of 2.4-15.1 A, this maneuver would likely

be discarded. Figures 6-8 summarize the results obtained for a maneuver at Mach 0.3, 0.9,

and 1.6, respectively. Each of these figures includes a plot of the measured and estimated

frequency sweep, a plot of the measured and predicted doublet, the flight conditions for the

sweep and doublet, the parameter values and standard errors, and the flying qualities

prediction. The predicted doublet was at similar flight conditions and the same aircraft

configuration. The comparisons are shown in the time domain, although the modeling was

done in the frequency domain.

Looking again at figure 5, it can be seen that the estimated parameters for test point

numbers 2.4-3. IA,B and 2.4-16.1A,B-2.4-2 I. 1A,B were all comparable. For the first

parameter value in figure 5, K_, the parameter estimates for similar flight conditions are

grouped together. These maneuvers were all flown at similar flight conditions and aircraft

configurations. The extension of the landing gear in test point numbers 2.4-19.1A,B had

little effect on the parameter estimates. The most notable differences in parameter values

occurred in the high subsonic and supersonic maneuvers, but both the flight conditions and

aircraft configurations were different in these cases so parameter variations can be expected.

Neither the Mach number nor the angle of attack varied while the other remained fixed;

therefore, it cannot be determined how either of these variables individually affect the

parameter estimates. However, average values can be given over a range of similar flight

=
=
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conditions where there was no significant change in the estimated parameters. Table 11 lists

three different ranges of Mach numbers and angles of attack: low subsonic, high subsonic,

and supersonic with their corresponding range of 0_ and average value of each parameter at
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thatflight condition. Tes[pointnumber2.4-15.1Awasdiscardedfor thecalculationof the

averagesfor thereasonsmentionedabove.With theexceptionof K0whichhadextremely

smallerrors,theaveragevaluesfellwithin the2_ boundsof nearlyeveryestimatein the

particularrangeof flight conditions.Theparameterestimateshadvery low standarderrors,

almostalwayslessthan10%,for all maneuvers.

In generalfor all for all of themaneuvers,theestimateof theoutputfor thehigh

frequencydatafit themeasuredoutputbetterthantheestimateatlower frequenciesin many

of thefrequencysweepestimations.Thiswasdueto theformulationof theequationerror

methodwhichhasaweightingonthehigherfrequenciescausedby theco2termin the

equation.Thelow frequencydatawastypically in therangeof 0.3-0.7rad/sec,andthe

averageestimatedshortperiodnaturalfrequencywas1.33rad/sec,sothiswasnot

considereda majorissuein theaccuracyof theestimates.

However,theinaccuracyof theestimatesatlowerfrequenciesdid affectthedoublet

predictions.Thedoubletsmostlyexcitedonly onelow frequency;therewasvery little

excitationof thehigherfrequencies.If the low frequenciesarenotmatchedwell for the

frequencysweep,theestimatedparameterswill notbegoodpredictorsfor thedoublets.

Conversely,if thesweepmatchedthelow frequenciesjustaswell asthehigh,thenthe

estimatedparameterswouldhavegoodpredictiQncapabilitiesfor anyfrequency.

An alternative way of looking at the prediction capabilities is not to use the doublets

at all, but rather employ the estimated model to predict another frequency sweep at similar

flight conditions. Figure 9 illustrates the prediction of the frequency sweep from test point

number 2.4-16.1B where the model has been identified from test point number 2.4-16.1A.

The sweep is well predicted over a wide range of frequencies. Note that the best prediction

occurs in the higher frequencies; this reiterates the high frequency weighting mentioned

above. In general, the larger band of frequencies, the more difficult it will be to estimate a

model which is good at every frequency. If some a priori knowledge of which frequencies
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wereof interestwasgiven,it wouldbepossibleto limit theestimationto amorenarrow

bandof frequenciesto increasetheaccuracyin thisband.

Thenormalizedpairwisecorrelationmatricesarenotpresentedfor eachtest

maneuver,buthighcorrelationsappearedwith thesameparametersasin thesimulation: k0

andB. Additionalhighcorrelationswithkj andB werepresentin thetakeoffmaneuvers

(TPN2.4-3.1A,B)andthelandinggearextendedapproachmaneuvers(TPN2.4-19.IA,B).

Asmentionedinaprevioussection,thet_eoff configurationdifferedfrom theapproach

configurationin thenoseposition.Theflappositionsareapproximatelyequalfor eachof

thesemaneuvers.Fortestpointnumber2.4-19.1A,B,thelandinggearwasextended,and

eventhoughtheparameterestimateswereapproximatelythesomeasfor maneuversat

similarflight conditionswith thelandinggearretracted,thecorrelationswerehigher. The

addedhighcorrelationsfor eachof thesedifferentmaneuversmaybedueto theunusual

configurationsattheseconditions. ..... . , ....

At all supersonicmaneuvers,thestandarderrorsof theparameterswerethelowest

andtherewerenohighcorrelations.Thismaynotbeafunctionof theairspeed,however,

butratherthecanard,whichwasextendedfor all low-speedmaneuvers.Thecanardmay

introduceanonlineareffectwhichcannotbeaccountedfor in thelinearizedmodel. Onetest

of thiswouldbeto fly a low speedapproachmaneuverwith thecanardretractedand

investigatewhethertheerrorsarepresentin thatestimation.Thesedatawerenotavailable.

6'2 LateralResults

For the lateral handling qualities, 19 yaw frequency sweeps and 19 roll frequency

sweeps were analyzed on the Tu-144. The flight conditions and aircraft configurations were

identical to those for the longitudinal maneuvers. Once again, EEM for a single output was

employed. Which output was used depended on the model being identified. For the yaw

frequency sweeps, equation (7) and (8) were identified over the same frequency range as the
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simulations;however,theagreementbetweenthemeasuredandestimatedtimehistoriesof

thesideslipangle,[3,attainedfromtheidentificationof equation(7)wasverypoor. This

waslikely dueto thepoormeasurementof [3athigherfrequencies.Thetimehistoryof [3

showednooscillatorymotion,andthereforehadno frequencycontent,beyondarudder

pedalinputfrequencygreaterthanroughly_ rad/sec.Therefore,themodelcouldnotbe

identifiedatthesefrequenciesandthisgreatlyimpactedtheparameterestimates.Thus,

equation(7)wasdiscardedin favorof (8) for theyaw frequencysweeps.Identifyingthe

modelin equation(8) gavetheDutchroll handlingqualitiesparametersandstandarderrors

shownin table12.

Figure 10containsplotsof thevaluesand2cyerrorbarsfor eachparameteratevery

testpointnumberto onceagainshowtheproximityof theparameterestimatesto one

another.Thoughmanyof therepeatcaseswerewithin 2cyof oneanother,it canbeseen

that,ingeneral,therewasconsiderablymorescatterin theseresults.However,thetwo

parametersof concernfor handlingqualitiesprediction,_dandcoj,arefairly consistentfor

similarflight conditions.Testpointnumber2.4-15.3Adeviatedgreatlyin relationto the

othertworepeatedmaneuversandwasthereforediscarded.Theaverageparametervalues

for thesamerangesof flight conditionsusedin tabIe11areshownfor theDutchroll

parametersin table 13. A greaternumberof theaveragevaluesfall outsideof the2cyranges

of theparametersin theDutchroll estimationthanin the longitudinalestimation.This is

consistent with the scatter and larger errors associated with the Dutch roll estimation.

Possible explanations for this scatter are addressed below. Figures 11-13 summarize the

results obtained for a maneuver obtained at Mach 0.3, 0.9, and 1.6, respectively. Each of

these figures contains the same information found in figures 6-8 for the longitudinal

maneuvers. Note that the agreement between measured and estimated time histories is better

at higher frequencies. This is once again due to the weighting imposed by EEM to the

larger values of co.
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The roll-mode time constant was estimated in iwo ways. Initially, the first-order roll

rate to lateral stick transfer function in equation (13) was identified. The estimated

parameters and standard errors are shown in table 14. Plots of these values with 2_ error

bars are given in figure 14. Average values of the parameter estimates over the

aforementioned ranges of flight conditions are listed in table 15. In these estimates, there

seems to be considerable difference between the parameters at Mach 1.2 and 1.6. It is

unknown why this difference occurs in these parameters. Other than these, the average

values all fall fairly close to being within the 26 error bounds of the parameter estimates.

Figures 15-17 summarize the results obtained for a maneuver obtained at Mach 0.3,

0.9, and 1.6, respectively. Each of these figures contains the same information found in

figures 6-8 for the longitudinal maneuvers. Note that for the predicted time histories, the

model fits the data as well as can be expected from a first-order model, but misses some of

the higher-order dynamics in the measured data. These dynamics may be caused by either

the rigid body motion of the aircraft or twisting and bending of the wing and body. This

gives some indication that the assumption of pole-zero cancellation of the quadratic terms

_ mentioned in section 3.2 may not be valid. The agreement_ between the measured and

estimated time histories are quite good, but do have a slight mismatch in amplitude at higher

frequencies (co > _ rad/sec). The measured and estimated data are in phase with one

another, so the mismatch can likely be attributed to a problem in the estimation of the static

gain. Note that the formulation of equation (13) in EEM would not have the same co2

weighting on the frequencies that was present in previous two estimations.

The roll-mode time constant was also estimated using a hybrid of equation (12).

The term 'hybrid' is used because, although using the form of equation (12) is used, the

values of the Dutch roll parameters, _d and cod, are fixed during the estimation to values

obtained from the yaw frequency sweep analysis. This allows a higher-order model to be

used for the identification, but eliminates two of the parameters to be estimated. The

estimated parameters and standard errors are shown in table 16. Plots of these values with
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26errorbarsaregivenin figure 18.Averagevaluesof theparameterestimatesover the

aforementioned ranges of flight conditions are listed in table 17. There was some scatter in

the parameter estimates once again, especially between the Mach 1.2 and 1.6 maneuvers

again, but the most interesting results were in the estimation of the roll-mode time constant.

For all three flight condition ranges, the roll-mode time constant was fairly consistent with

the first-order estimation. For a Mach number of 0.3 to 0.4 and angle of attack of 8.2 ° to

11°, the value of the T_ varied by only 0.017 seconds. The differences for the second and

third flight condition ranges were 0.04 seconds and 0.12 seconds, respectively. Figures 19-

21 summarize the results obtained for a maneuver obtained at Mach 0.3, 0.9, and 1.6,

respectively. Each of these figures show the fit, parameter estimates, and handling qualities

prediction for a lateral/directional maneuver in a format similar to that of figures 6-8 for the

longitudinal maneuvers. Note that for the predicted time histories, the modeitries to fit

some of the higher-order dynamics in the measured data and fits the measured data slightly

better than the first-order model. However, the agreement between the measured and

estimated time histories is not as good as the first-order model in terms of the root-mean-

square of the difference between the measured and estimated output. In this estimation,

similar mismatches occurred at higher frequencies (03 > n rad/sec), but now the estimated

amplitude was much higher than the measured.

Note once again that equation (12) was formulated in EEM without a weighting on

the higher frequencies. The Dutch roll parameters used as fixed values in the model,

however, were estimated from a model which did weight the higher frequencies. This

dichotomy may be the cause for the poor agreement at higher frequencies in these estimates.

Nevertheless, the phase at higher frequencies was still identical for the measured and

estimated time histories, and the amplitude mismatch at high frequencies would not likely

affect the estimate of the roll-mode time constant.

With the Dutch roll and roll-mode time constant parameters estimated, a flying

qualities prediction was made. These parameters are tabulated along with the predicted
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flying qualitiesin table18. Note that the values listed in the table for the roll-mode time

constant are from the first-order model estimates, but using the third-order hybrid model

estimates would not affect the handling qualities prediction. The Tu-144 was predicted to

be level 1 for all lateral maneuvers. Another important note, however, is that the military

standard places no requirements on the time delay for the lateral handling qualities.

Additional sources of error are present in the lateral estimations that were not seen in

the longitudinal mode. The largest probable source of error and the likely cause of the

scatter in the estimates is due to the coupling of the roll an d yaw motion in the aircraft. This

is attributed not only to the aerodynamic cross-derivatives, but also to the control system.

For example, when the pilot deflects the rudder pedal, the aileron moves along with the

redder. This introduces roll dynamics to the aircraft which may not be accounted for in the

assumptions made for the yaw rate to rudder pedal transfer function. Though a source Of

error, this coupling will not likely affect the handling qualities prediction.

The pairwise correlation matrices for the yaw frequency sweep analysis showed no

high correlations between any of the parameters. For the first-order roll frequency sweep

transfer functions, there was a high correlation between Kp and 1/T R. The third-order

hybrid transfer function had high correlations between K, and D. Recall that the mismatch

at the higher frequencies for the first-order roll model output time histories was disregarded.

This was because the cause was likely a problem with the static gain; however, it is now seen

that the static gain is correlated with I/T R, the parameter of interest. Though normally this

would be of concern, the third-order hybrid model did not have a high correlation associated

with the estimation of 1/TR; the parameters K, and D are both numerator terms.

Additionally, the time constants were approximately equal for either the first or third-order

hybrid model; thus, performing both estimations gives more confidence in the handling

qualities prediction. This also indicates that even if the assumption of pole-zero cancellation

in the quadratic_: _te_s_ of the roll transfer function was incorrect, it had little effect on the

estimate OIIRi'_ .... _ ; : _ " : -
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The equation error method was applied in the frequency domain for the estimation

of parameters in the specified transfer functions. These transfer functions were low-order

equivalent system (LOES) models of the aircraft for pitching, rolling, and yawing motion.

Some of the transfer functions were altered from those specified in the governing military

standard to create models that could be more accurately estimated. The change in the

models did not sacrifice the physical meaning of the estimated handling qualities

parameters. Simulation cases were developed which emulated the Tu-144 supersonic

transport and the LOES models were identified using the specified estimation technique.

The agreement of the simulated data with the identified model response was very good. The

same estimation procedure was applied to 21 pitch frequency sweeps, 19 yaw frequency

sweeps, and 19 roll frequency sweeps from flight tests of the Tu-144. Parameter estimates

and their standard errors were typically comparable between maneuvers repeated at the same

flight conditions, and the agreement between measured and estimated output in the time

domain was excellent for all maneuvers. The Tu-144 was predicted to have level 2 or 3

handling qualities in the longitudinal mode and Ievel 1 in the lateral modes. The reason for

the poor longitudinal rating was high estimates of the time delay in the transfer function.

In general, the new formulation of the military standard transfer functions and the

use of the equation error method in the frequency domain provided an excellent method of

estimating the handling qualities parameters. The parameter values were estimated with

standard errors typically less than 10% and could be estimated from the raw data in less

than two minutes of computer time. Additionally, the first-order approximation of the roll

rate to lateral stick transfer function yielded nearly identical estimates of the roll-mode time

constant as the higher-order model which required a priori knowledge of the Dutch roll

parameters.
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In the future, the most obvious next step would be to compare the predictions to

actual pilot ratings of the Tu- 144. One major question would be how the pilots rate the

aircraft in longitudinal motion, and if the results support the notion that the military standard

requirement for time delay on large transport aircraft is too stringent.

There are no requirements on the types of maneuvers that must be flown, but only

that the maneuvers properly excite the modes to be analyzed. Different maneuver forms

(such as 3-2-1-I or 2-I-1 pulses) can be designed which minimize flight time required to

perform the maneuver while still offering enough !nformation in the data. Another

maneuver would be to perform step inputs along the roll axis, estimate the roll-mode time

constant directly from the time history, and compare the results to those obtained from the

frequency sweep. Maneuvers could also be performed which segregated the parameter

variations with either Mach number or angle of attack.

Additionally, frequency response matching is one of the more popular methods of

paramete r estimation when the input_,: form__ is a frequency sweep. A comparison of the

results obtained in this paper and those obtained from frequency response matching would

contribute to the field of parameter identification.
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APPENDIX A - MANEUVER DESCRIPTION

The pilots and test engineers were briefed before the flight test program and the

experiment objectives and test procedures were explained. Descriptions of the individual

test procedures for each of the maneuvers used in the handling qualities prediction are taken

from reference 10 and given below:

Pitch Frequency Sweep

Conditions: Minimal Turbulence, Autopilot Off, Autothrottle Off, No Throttle Position

Changes

1. A test engineer in the back of the airplane should carefully monitor the control

column position, load factor, and pitch attitude time history responses plotted on a

computer screen in real time during this maneuver. The time scale should be

expanded so that a frequency limit of TBD cycles per second for the input can be

easily judged. Once this frequency limit is reached, the engineer should tell the pilot

to stop making inputs to prevent excitation of the 2.5 cycle per second first bending

mode of the airplane.

2. Trim airplane for hands off level flight. Do not retrim during the remainder of this

maneuver.

Begin data recording and record 5 seconds of hands off level flight data.

Slowly cycle the control column back and forth with an amplitude large enough to

obtain +/- 0.2g load factor and/or +/- 5 to 15 degree pitch attitude excursions.

Make two complete 20 second cycles of the control for a total of 40 seconds of

input. The cycling of the control should be centered around a position that produces

airplane oscillations that center around the trim pitch attitude. Control wheel and

rudder pedals should be used to minimize roll and yaw response.

.

4.
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5. Slowly increasethefrequencyof theinput. Adjustinputamplitudesothatthe

amplitudeof airplanemotionremainsaboutthesameasin step4. It is importantto

increasefrequencyslowly,sothatthereis enoughmiddlefrequencycontentin the

data.Whentheamplitudeof airplanemotiondropsoff sharplyor the input

frequencyreachesTBD cyclespersecond,stoptheinput. Shoulda structuralmode

becomeexcited,terminateinputimmediately.Thecombinedinputsfor steps4. and

5. shouldlast about80 - 100seconds.

. Record 5 seconds of hands off data at the end of the maneuver.
- 2-

Roll Frequency Sweep

Conditions: Minimal Turbulence, Autopil0t Off, Autothrottle Off, No Throttle Position

Changes

1. A test engineer in the back of the airplane should carefully monitor the control wheel

position, roll rate, and roll angle time history responses of the airplane plotted on a
. - .- =q •

..... computer screen in real time during this test. The time scale should be expanded so

that a frequency limit of TBD cycles per second for the input can be easily judged.

Once this frequency limit is reached, the engineer should tell the pilot to stop

m',ddng inputs to prevent excitation of the 2.5 cycle per second first bending mode

.

of the airplane.

.

.

Trim airplane for hands off level flight. Do not retrim during the remainder of this

maneuver.

Begin data recording and record 5 seconds of hands off level flight data.

Slowly cycle the control wheel back and forth with amplitude large enough to obtain

+/- 5 to 15 degree roll angle excursions. Make two complete 20 second cycles of

the control for a total of 40 seconds of input. The cycling of thecontrol should be

centered around a position that produces airplane oscillations that center around a
,i

wings level roll angle. Rudder pedals should only be used if the airplane
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.

oscillations do not remain centered about the initial heading angle. Control column

should be used to minimize pitch response.

Slowly increase the frequency of the input. Adjust input amplitude so that the

amplitude of airplane motion remains about the same as in step 4. It is important to

increase frequency slowly, so that there is enough middle frequency content in the

data. When the amplitude of airplane motion drops off sharply or the input

frequency reaches TBD cycles per second, stop the input. Should a structural mode

become excited, terminate input immediately. The combined inputs for steps 4. and

5. should last about 80 - 100 seconds.

Record 5 seconds of hands off data at the end of the maneuver.

Yaw Frequency SweeJ_

Conditions: Minimal Turbulence, Autopilot Off, Autothrottle Off, No Throttle Position

Changes

1. A test engineer in the back of the airplane should carefully monitor the rudder pedal

position, yaw rate, and heading angle time history responses of the airplane plotted

on a computer screen in real time during this test. The time scale should be

expanded so that a frequency limit of TBD cycles per second for the input can be

easily judged. Once this frequency limit is reached, the engineer should tell the pilot

to stop making inputs to prevent excitation the 2.5 cycle per second first bending

mode of the airplane.

2. Trim airplane for hands off level flight. Do not retrim during the remainder of this

maneuver.

3. Begin data recording and record 5 seconds of hands off level flight data.

4. Slowly cycle the rudder pedals back and forth with an amplitude large enough to

obtain +/- 5 to 15 degree heading angle excursions. Make two complete 20 second

cycles of the control for a total of 40 seconds of input. The cycling of the control
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.

should be centered around a position that produces airplane oscillations that center

around the initial heading angle. Control wheel should only be used if the airplane

oscillations do not remain centered about a wings level roll angle. Control column

should be used to minimize pitch response.

Slowly increase the frequency of the input. Adjust input amplitude so that the

amplitude of airplane motion remains about the same as in step 4. It is important to

increase frequency slowly, so that there is enough middle frequency content in the

data. When the amplitude of airplane motion drops off sharply or the input

frequency reaches TBD cycles per second, stop the input. Should a structural mode

become excited, terminate input immediately. The combined inputs for steps 4. and

5. should last about 80 - 100 seconds.

Record 5 seconds of hands off data at the end of the maneuver.

Pitch Doublet

Conditions: Minimal Turbulence, Autopilot Off, Autothrottle Off, No Throttle Position

Changes

1. Trim airplane for hands off level flight. Do not retrim during the remainder of this

maneuver.

2. Begin data recording and record 5 seconds of hands Off level flight data.

3. Pull back on control column sharply and hold input for 5 seconds, push forward on

control column sharply and hold input for 5 seconds, and then release the control

column to neutral position. Inputs should be large enough to produce +/- 0.2g load

factor and/or +/- 5 to 15 degree pitch attitude excursions. Control wheel and rudder

pedals Should be used to minimize roll and yaw response.

Record 60 seconds of hands off data at the end of the maneuver.

%.: ._:--_ 7. '_ :=_ ---- _-

.
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Roll Doublet

Conditions:

.

,

3.

.

Minimal Turbulence, Autopilot Off, Autothrottle Off, No Throttle Position

Changes

Trim airplane for hands off level flight. Do not retrim during the remainder of this

maneuver.

Begin data recording and record 5 seconds of hands off level flight data.

Rotate control wheel sharply one direction and hold input for 5 seconds, rotate

control wheel sharply the other direction and hold input for 5 seconds, and then

release the control wheel to neutral position. Inputs should be large enough to

produce +/- 5 to 15 degree roll angle excursions. Control column should be used to

minimize pitch response.

Record 60 seconds of hands off data at the end of the maneuver.

Yaw Doublet

Conditions:

°

,

3.

.

Minimal Turbulence, Autopilot Off, Autothrottle Off, No Throttle Position

Changes

Trim airplane for hands off level flight. Do not retrim during the remainder of this

maneuver.

Begin data recording and record 5 seconds of hands off level flight data.

Push one rudder pedal sharply and hold input for 5 seconds, push the other rudder

pedal sharply and hold input for 5 seconds, and then release the rudder pedals to

neutral position. Inputs should be large enough to produce +/- 5 to 15 degree

heading angle excursions. Control column should be used to minimize pitch

response.

Record 60 seconds of hands off data at the end of the maneuver.
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APPENDIX B - ERROR PROPAGATION

The standard errors of the generic parameters introduced in (3) and (4) are not

equivalent to those of the transfer function coefficients of the models from the military

standard; however, the estimated standard errors can be used to estimate the errors of the

desired coefficients through a linearized error propagation formula. Reference 20 explains

uncertainty analysis in detail, but a short development of the theory and application to an

example on the longitudinal mode is presen!ed below.

Consider a general case in which an experimental result, x, is a function of N

variables, y_:

? _ - . ° , , : -

x = x(y I, Y2, "'", YN)- (33)

Equation (33) defines how to determine x from the known value of the variables y,. The

uncertainty in the result is given as

Lt,°y, , LoyzO× +'"+L0y N XN , (34)

where the Ux.i represent the uncertainties in the dependent variables y_.

The uncertainties of the estimated parameters and their functional dependence on the

military standard coefficients are known; thus, equation (34) can be used to determine the

desired standard errors. For example, the short period damping ratio is given in terms of
7 - : :

the estimated generic parameters as
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(35)

Applying (34) to (35) yields

%. = It, akj t, ako _ko

= +CYk, + . kl4k3/2 Ok0

(36)

Similarly, for the remaining coefficients,

1

_t0sp = 2k_------i(Yk0, (37)

and

=( B '/=(YI/T02 = (IB) +[.--'_-(YA) J "
(38)

The errors of the final two parameters, K e and "c,are estimated directly.

These error propagation formulae were used for all of the estimated parameters;

however, they are only linear approximations of the errors. The first-order analytical

functions were validated using a Monte Carlo simulation which multiplied a random variable

with a mean of zero and variance of one by the standard error of each estimated parameter.
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The product was then scaled by adding the estimated parameter value. For example, for the

parameter k0, a new parameter, k0', was created as

!

k 0 = k 0 +G(ko)*r, (39)

'=:[ : 7:7_:=:=: 5 2 := =: = ?

where r represents a Gaussian distributed random variable. The Monte Carlo estimate of

the short period natural frequency is then

7 :

(4O)

A random number generator was used to crea{e=iO00 values for-r and thus 1000 Gaussian

distributed values for tO_p. The mean and standard deviation of the Monte Carlo simulation

should be very close to that estimated by the analytical functions. ;The other variables were

checked in the same fashion. Figure 22 illustrates the distribution of each of the checked

variables for the parameters estimated from test point number 2.4-16.1A. A small table on

each plot indicates the mean value and standard deviation for both the analytic function and

the Monte Carlo simulation. These values indicate that the simulation validated the

analytical functions.
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TABLE1: Summaryof geometric,mass,andinertiacharacteristicsof theTu-144.

Length

Span

Nose Tip to Leading Edge of MAC

Length of MAC

Wing Area

Wing Aspect Ratio

Wing Sweep, Inboard Portions

Wing Sweep, Main Panels

Weight*

Roll Axis Moment of Inertia, Ixx*

Pitch Axis Moment of Inertia, Iyy*

Yaw Axis Moment of Inertia, Iz_*

Roll-Yaw Product of Inertia, I_z*

* Average values over all yaw frequency sweeps.

196 ft l0 in (60.0 m)

88 ft 7 in (27.0 m)

98 ft 8 in (30.1 m)

76 ft 5 in (23.3 m)

4716 ft-' (438 m _)

1.66

76 deg

57 deg

303,000 lb (138,000 kg)

38,805,000 lbf-ft-' (1,635,000 kg-m 2)

417,797,000 lbf-ft-' ( 17,606,000 kg-m _)

450,222,000 lbf-f( (18,973,000 kg-m z)

-6,486,000 lbf-f( (-273,000 kg-m _)
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TABLE 3: Coordinate location of instrumentation.

Parameters X (it) Y (it)
-4.4 -2.7

z (it)
0Airspeeds & Pressures

Angle of Attack + 15.7 - 1.4 [ -2.4

Sideslip + 15.7 + 1.0 [ 0

Rate Gyros & Accelerometers + 106.6 - 1.3 +2.46

Notes:

• The origin of the coordinate system is at the base of the nose boom/tip of nose cone.

• Axis System:
+X is measured longitudinally from nose to tail
+Y is measured vertically up
+Z is measured laterally out the right wingtip
Note that this is a left-handed coordinate system.
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TABLE 5: Recommended Short Period Requlrements for Class III,

(a) Category B and (b) Category C

Level Min _sp

1 0.30
2 0.20

3

Level Min _s,:,

1 ....0.35

2 0.25
3

(a) Cate_ . B
Max _sp

, ,,,,,,,,,,

2.00
2.00

17, see

0.10
0.20
0.25

Min rosoT02

1.00
0.60

(b) Cate_ . C

Max _ 1:, sec Min ro_pTo_,

1.30 0_10 1.40
2.00 0.20 0.70

0.25

TABLE 6: Recommended Roll-Mode Time Constant for Class HI, Cate[_¢)ry B and C

Level Max T R, sec .............

1 1.4
2 3.0
3 10.0

TABLE 7: Recommended Dutch Roll Frequency and Damping for Class III,
(a) Category B and (b) Category C

Level

1
2

3

(a) Category B
Min _d Min _jroj

0.08 0.15
0.02 0.05

0 --

Min roa

0.4
0.4
0.4

Level

1
2
3

(b) Catego_ C
Min _d Min _arod

0.08
0.02

0

0.10
0.05

Min rod

0.4
0.4
0.4
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TABLE 8: Normalized pairwise parameter correlation matrices from simulated data for (a)
EEM for one measurement, (b) EEM for two measurements, (c) OEM for one

measurement, and (d) OEM for two measurements. Shaded values indicate those defined as
having a high correlation.

i k I

1.000

0.027

0.673

0.030

0.768

kl .

1.000

0.735

0.790

0.807

0.875

kl

1.000

-0.085

0.956

-0.136

0.888

k o B

(a)

(b)

1.O00

-0.292

0.896

(c)

k o

0.990

0.890

(d)
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TABLE11" Averageparameterestimatesfor differentflight conditions.Pitchrateto
longitudinalsticktransferfunctioncoefficients.

FlightCondition

0.3< M < 0.4
8.2<t_ < 11.0

K0

1.2

_sp

0.76

_sp

1.150.74
0.8< M < 0.9
6.0< tx < 6.2 1.9 1.2 0.64 2.2 0.22

0.75 0.36
1.2<M< 1.6
4.8 < o_< 6.4 1.550.39 0.19
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TABLE 13: Average parameter estimatesfor different flight conditions. Yaw rate to rudder

Flight Condition

0.3 <M<0.4
8.2 < a< 11.0

0.8 < M < 0.9
6.0< c_< 6.2

1.2<M< 1.6
4.8 <_<6.4

pedal input transfer function coefficients.

K r

0.36

1.1

0.56

1/T r

0.47

0.23

0.35

7

_d

0.31

0.50

0.23

03d _r

0.83

1.0

1.5

0.15

0.13

0.15
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TABLE 15: Average parameter estimates for different flight conditions. Roll rate to lateral
stick input transfer function coefficients. First-order model.

Flight Condition

0.3 <M < 0.4
8.2 <_< 11.0

Kp
i

1/TR 'rp

8.4 2.4 0.10

0.8<M<0.9
6.0 < c_ < 6.2 16.6 3.2 0.09

1.2<M< 1.6
4.8 <o_< 6.4 2.06.7- 0.14
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TABLE 17: Average parameter estimates for different flight conditions. Roll rate tO lateral

stick input transfer function coefficients. Third-order hybrid model.

Flight Condition 4, l/mR
0.3 <M<0.4
8.2 < c_< 11.0 0.18 2.5

0.8 < M < 0.9
6.0 < ot < 6.2 23.8 0.30 0.83 2.8

0.16- 1.5 2.68.7
1.2<M< 1.6
4.8 <o_< 6.4

'[p

0.12

0.13

0.17

j

: :---_
_t

7 : --5 -'
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FIGURE 2:
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FIGURE 3: Time skew in response of aircraft to control surface deflection.

doublet, test point number 2.4-15.4A.
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FIGURE 4: (a) Simulated and model time histories for pitch rate for EEM, and (b) residuals
from output fit.
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